


We create sanctuaries for your 

dreams by pushing the boundaries 

of design and production to 

exceed expectations, all with the 

purpose of serving humanity.

CEO

Buket Tan
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Metal
 Craft

Eyyüp Özel

Metal Craft for us is to create unique and beautiful 

home decor pieces inspired by nature, functional, 

durable, that embody the values of harmony and 

elegance at FORADA. In this creation, we reflect our 

unwavering commitment to improving living spaces 

for “ more “
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skylıneDESIGN TEAm

Özgür Deniz Çetin Raul Pinto

SKYLINE, a collaborative project by designers Özgür Deniz Çetin 
and Raul Pinto in partnership with FORADA, aims to challenge 
traditional seating and promote better posture through 
indoor-outdoor furniture and accessories. 

Emphasizing sustainability and innovative design, the 
collection will be showcased in Milan in April 2024.
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upCoMıng
serıe

MILANO, 2024
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art of CeraMıC

Gökhan Gürkan

As a ceramic artist for FORADA, my inspiration comes 
from the harmony in nature. We craft handmade 
ceramic decor pieces inspired by the Earth’s four 
elements, aiming to satisfy human aesthetics while 
showcasing an unique style. This commitment mirrors 
FORADA’s values of nature-inspired creativity and 
artisanal craftsmanship.
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arCHıteCt

I’m a ceramic enthusiast with a background in 
architecture, and I draw my creative inspiration from 
the beauty of the natural world. I specialize in crafting 
unique ceramic objects that contribute to FORADA’s 
distinctive style.

Ayse Duygu Elci, ,
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Forada’s commitment to innovative design, 
sustainability, and a global team of designers 
results in furniture that caters to individual needs, 
prioritizing quality, comfort, and durability while 
respecting nature and exceeding customer 
expectations
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Demonstrating its mass production capability 

with its comprehensive expertise in high metal 

technology and engineering, Metal Craft 

Collection is committed to serving humanity by 

creating the highest quality decor components 

made of metal and incorporating the latest 

technology.

Our products feature state-of-the-art 

epoxy-coated paint finishes that offer 

exceptional durability and a stylish appearance.

Designed with the latest technology in mind, 

our pieces are not only visually appealing but 

also extremely practical. With its user-friendly 

flat package designs, it offers effortless assembly 

without requiring extra installation.

In other words, the combination of advanced 

technology, durability and ease of assembly 

makes Metal Craft Collection the choice of those 

looking for a minimalist, modern and stylish look 

in their living spaces.
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Effortless Assembly (with 
just 6 identical screws and 1 
allen wrench), Unmatched 
Comfort, and Convenient 

Flat-Pack Delivery.
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a perfeCt balanCe of aestHetıCs 
& funCtıonalıty
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fabric
Wrap yourself in world-class comfort!

We have Turkish fabric options that bring strength and 
style to your living spaces, changing the experience 

with a touch of Turkish luxury.
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double
seater
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Indulge in sophistication with Double Seater. It 
showcases high-quality epoxy coating, UV 
protection for outdoor use, and a 20-year 

water-resistant HPL Compact laminated surface, 
all finished with the elegance of 

JOTUN® coating.
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ottoMan
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Ottoman, your ultimate partner for rest and relaxation. 
The perfect way to unwind after a long day is just moments away!
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Irresistible comfort indoors and outdoors. Ideal for 
gardens, extra seating, and poolside relaxation. Craft 
cozy living spaces with versatility. 

Discover benches for entrances, family gatherings, 
and joyful moments.
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çekim
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botH Modern & 
funCtıonal
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birch
We have adorned birch wood with marine-grade 

compact laminates, and our designers have carefully 

crafted patterns and color tones.

Birch trees, treasured for their beauty and positive 

energy, find their place in our designs.
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Coffee table set
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a Versatıle CoMpleMent to 
lıVıng spaCes
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Discover Versatile Elegance: 
Your Multifaceted Solution, 

Anytime, Anywhere! 
Useful solutions can be used separately or combine
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Simplify with Style: 
Effortless assembly meets 
aesthetic excellence in our 
designs, 
where we blend birch wood 
and night-blue perforated 
metal for a captivating 
fusion.
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a Cozy & ınVıtıng spaCe for 
your daıly Coffee rıtuals
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Multı-purpose 
sıde table
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Multı-purpose 
sıde table
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Multi-Purpose Side Table from Metal Craft Collection is a versatile 
addition suitable for any living space. 

With its stylish and functional design, it provides ample surface 
space for displaying decor items or organizing essentials.
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desıgn
FORADA Design Team carefully fine-tuned 

every detail, including months of ergonomic 
trials, to ensure the utmost comfort and 

practicality. 

We have handpicked premium materials for 
the series, featuring lightweight steel
 structures with a 20-year guaranteed 

architectural outdoor powder coat, 
marine-grade compact laminates on birch 

wood, and designer-created patterns 
and color tones.
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Versatıle lıgHtıng solutıon
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Glowing and Shining Through Inspired by the Rich Legacy 
of Anatolian Roots.

We proudly revive the Anatolian heritage, where every 
thread and stitch contribute to the enduring tapestry of 
tradition.
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TIMELESS
PIECES
COLLECTION 

The fusion of wood and handmade ceramic 
tiles is where artistry truly comes to life.

Pieces that tell a story of passion, creativity, 
and love for beauty!
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Wıde CeraMıC
fraMed large Mırror
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Experience the artistry of our handcrafted wooden 
mirror, featuring a ceramic tile frame that seamlessly 
blends nature’s beauty with ceramic allure. 

Hand-carved wooden detailing showcases its natural 
grains, while the unique handmade ceramic frame adds 
sophistication and artistic flair. 

This exquisite mirror serves both functional and 
decorative purposes, making it a captivating 
centerpiece in any room.



tHe natural 
Materıals & 
textures
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narroW CeraMıC
fraMed large Mırror
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Wıde CeraMıC
fraMed sMall Mırror
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CeraMıC
tıles

The pieces efficiently emphasize the beauty of handmade 
ceramic tiles while also providing solid pine wood shelves for 
convenience, versatility, and storage, all in a stylish design 
that adds sophistication to any living space.
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Where Form Meets 
Function with a Touch 
of Versatile Beauty.
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tHree draWer
Console table
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Crafted for captivating 
 entrances, suitable for 
  entrances of any size!
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Coffee table
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Coffee table

Timeless Pieces Coffee Table, whether gracing your indoor
living room or outdoor patio, takes center stage in your living 
space. 

Featuring a unique handmade ceramic tile surface for 
gatherings and conversations, along with a practical bottom 
shelf for storage, 

and precisely blends functionality and style while preserving 
treasured memories for generations.
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Magazıne raCk
87



Timeless Pieces Magazine Rack elegantly combines 
wood and ceramic tiles, offering practical storage for 
magazines and newspapers. 

Its wooden frame exudes natural beauty, while 
ceramic accents bring a contemporary touch, 
providing easy access to your favorite reading 
materials
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sıde table
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sıde table

Side Table, flawlessly blends style and function, serving 
as a versatile surface for your essentials like books or 
coffee. 

This elegant wood and ceramic side table combines 
modern design with artistic flair, making a perfect 
addition to your living space with its wooden frame 
and ceramic details.
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stools
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for a Versatıle 
plaCeMent
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prototypıng ıs tHe best 
tool to ıgnıte ınnoVatıon, 
and refınıng desıgn.

We visualize our ideas and concepts in a 
tangible form through prototyping, making 
it easier for us to understand and get 
feedback.

Özgür Deniz Çetin
Raul Pinto
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Exquisite ceramic objects, meticulously 

crafted from high-quality materials, are 

designed for enduring elegance. The honey 

color, painstakingly glazed and fired, culminates 

in a lustrous and resilient finish. 

MajestıC 
CeraMıC 
objeCts

elepHant
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CERAMIC 
OBJECTS

elepHant
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unıQue Creatıons 
       by Hands
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tall Vase
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sHalloW Vase

a CaptıVatıng blend of 
eleganCe and artıstry.. 
HandCrafted CeraMıC 
Vases..

sHort Vase
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Honey Series Pitchers and Spheres create 
sophisticated quality and elegant design. 
These products, produced from first-class 
ceramic materials, add warmth, originality 
and sophistication to your living spaces.

artıstıC eleganCe

spHere
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Wıde plate
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Decorative ceramic plates featuring a warm honey-colored glaze. 
These versatile pieces complement various home decor styles, 
adding a touch of sophistication to any setting

artıstıC plates to 
deCorate your
spaCes

flat plate
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Handmade 
Beauties
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Ceramic 
Decor Series
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oWl

109



Capture the wisdom and mystery 
of the remarkable owl with Owl 
Wall Panel, featuring textured 
feathers and piercing eyes in 
graceful contours. Hang it in your 
living room, library, or study to 
inspire intuition, seek wisdom, and 
embrace inner strength through its 
symbolic presence.

Crafted from high-quality ceramic, 
this panel blends art and 
symbolism, serving as a daily 
reminder to connect with nature 
and your inner wisdom.

eMbraCe 
ınner 
WısdoM
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tree of lıfe
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Transform your living space with handcrafted ceramic Tree of Life wall 
panel. Symbolizing vitality and interconnectedness, its intricate design 
reflects unity, while vitality symbols renew your surroundings. 

This meaningful piece on any wall or space, creating a sanctuary of na-
ture-inspired tranquility and constant inspiration.

eleganCe & artıstry
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elepHant
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Crafted from high-quality 
materials, are designed for 
lasting elegance. 

The honey-colored glaze, 
carefully applied and fired, re-
sults in a glossy and 
durable finish. 

Their presence brings positive 
energy and a serene 
atmosphere from nature to 
your space, as a meaningful 
addition.

tHe poWer and beauty 
of nature
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Experience the allure of  exquisite ceramic Flower of Life wall panel, a 
captivating work of art that embodies harmony and spiritual 
connection. Created from high-quality ceramic, this stunning wall 
panel features the sacred.

Flower of Life pattern, revered across cultures for its profound 
geometric symbolism, serving as a powerful reminder of the unity 
and balance in the universe.

Place it in any room to infuse depth, elegance, and contemplation 
into your interior decor.

tHe beauty of spırıtual 
ConneCtıon
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tree of lıfe
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CyCle of lıfe
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Cycle of Life, beautifully 
crafted from ceramic 
and wood. Its intricate 
design leaves a striking 
impression, making it an 
ideal centerpiece to 
infuse contemplation and 
artistic expression into 
your space. 

This unique creation 
sparks curiosity and invites 
reflection on life’s profound 
beauty and fragility, portraying 
the various stages and cycles of 
life symbolically and artistically.

unıty & ınfınıty 
by CeraMıC 
and Wood
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olıVe tree
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Olive Tree, beautifully captures nature’s splendor and the cultural 
significance of the olive tree, symbolizing peace and harmony. 

This intricately designed ceramic piece can be displayed in your 
home or office, infusing your spaces with tranquility and symbolism. 

With lifelike craftsmanship, it embodies the essence of the 
Mediterranean landscape and its deep-rooted cultural heritage.

peaCe, prosperıty & 
WısdoM by CeraMıC
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floWer of lıfe
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Ceramic is more than just an object. Flower of Life decorative object 
is built to endure over time. Its smooth glaze enhances durability and 
simplifies cleaning. 

The intricate floral design makes a lasting impact, embodying 
profound energetic attributes that promote balance, healing, and 
spiritual awakening. This captivating work of art features the ethereal 
Flower of Life figure, celebrated for its deep symbolic significance 
across cultures and traditions, making it a meaningful addition to 
your space.

groWtH & HarMony
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dynaMıC Wall
      art CeraMıCs
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Dynamic Wall Art Set comprises 6 plates of varying sizes that delicately 
created by high-quality ceramic to ensure a premium and elegant.

Whether displayed individually as standalone art pieces or integrated 
into a curated gallery wall, and will instantly transform your living space.

a stunnıng ColleCtıon 
of sıx unıQue sızes
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Metal Craft Collection boasts a distinct and innovative flat-pack design, 
harmonizing simplicity with effortless assembly. 
For further details beyond what is provided here, kindly reach out to us, 
and we will be delighted to assist you.

For more options, please contact us : sales@forada.com.tr

Body  73x85x84   75x85x15  / 15
Cushion 68x85x25   68x73x25  / 7
Body  84x140x84  75x145x15 / 20
Cushion 68x140x25   68x140x25 / 14
Body  50x98x45   47x85,5x90 / 13,5
Coshion 47,5x80x95   48x47,5x9,5 / 2,5
Body  50x53x45   47x55x13 / 13,5
Coshion 39x47x9   40x47,5x9,5 / 2,5

  60x100x44   62x103x9 / 10

  40x90x55   43x91x7 / 8,5

  40x40x50   43x103x7 / 21

      62x103x9 /21

  41x118x85   47x122x16 / 29

Short  19x58x16   
Long  19x78x16 

  30x35x162   37x80x30 / 9

  15x23x36   17x42x22 / 4

PRODUCT SIZE (cm)
WxLxH

Color Options

For Metal For Fabric

FLATPACK SIZE (cm / kg)
WxLxH / Weight

ARMCHAIR

DOUBLE SEATER

BENCH

OTTOMAN

COFFEE TABLE

OVER COFFEE TABLE

ROUND SIDE TABLE

COFFEE TABLE SET

CONSOLE TABLE

WALL SHELF SET

FLOOR LAMP

TABLE LAMP

21x80x11 / 6

Shiny 
Black

Cream GreenBrown BlueBronze 
Brown

Pearl
Beige
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and regular maintenance for optimal performance. 

For additional details and comprehensive information, we kindly 
request you to contact us.

For more options, please contact us : sales@forada.com.tr

4x55x86   8x57x95 / 11,2

4x70x101   6x90x110 / 18

4x55x86   12x75x105 / 15

29x85x90   39x96x94 / 18,2

29x76x80   32x77x84 / 16,6

60x90x45   69x97x50 / 27,2

29x46x61   45x49x64 / 7,2

29x40x63,5   45x34x69 / 10

29x35x65   34x38x67 / 6,2

29x35x50   34x38x55 / 5,4

PRODUCT SIZE (cm)
WxLxH

Color Options

PACKAGE SIZE (cm / kg)
WxLxH / Weight

WIDE CERAMIC FRAMED
SMALL MIRROR

WIDE CERAMIC FRAMED
LARGE MIRROR

WIDE CERAMIC FRAMED
LARGE MIRROR

TWO DRAWER 
CONSOLE TABLE 

THREE DRAWER 
CONSOLE TABLE

COFFEE TABLE

MAGAZINE RACK

SIDE TABLE

HIGH STOOL

SHORT STOOL

Please note that there are no color alternatives, and the product 
information on our website is accurate. 
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TS Please note that each item is unique, and there may be slight variations 

in size. We recommend indoor use and regular maintenance to ensure 
optimal performance. 

Kindly be aware that there are no alternative color options, and the 
product information provided on our website is accurate. For further 
details and comprehensive information, we kindly request you to 
contact us.

For more options, please contact us : sales@forada.com.tr

Color Options

129

26x27,5   32x32x41 

35x8,5   46x46x14,5 

20x10    16x21x41 

14x32    16x21x41

14x32    16x21x41

35x5    32x32x41

20x10    32x32x41

20x10    32x32x41

7x15x13   12x16x41

7x15x15   12x16x41

9x20x17   12x16x41

28x28    46x46x14,5

28x28    46x46x14,5

28x28    46x46x14,5

28x28    46x46x14,5

20x9x24   46x46x14,5

20x9x24   46x46x14,5

 

PRODUCT SIZE (cm)
WxLxH

PACKAGE SIZE (cm)
WxLxH 

PITCHER

WIDE PALTE

SHALLOW VASE

SHORT VASE

TALL VASE

FLAT PLATE

LARGE SPHERE

SMALL SPHERE

ELEPHANT SMALL

ELEPHANT MEDIUM

ELEPHANT LARGE

TREE OF LIFE

FLOWER OF LIFE

OWL

ELEPHANT

CYCLE OF LIFE

FLOWER OF LIFE



as forada, We are Honored 

to serVe to transforM and 

CHange your lıVıng spaCes 

WıtH luxury and HıgH-end 

desıgns. please ContaCt us 

for “More”
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20x10    32x32x41
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